CEL-FI IN-BUILDING
MOBILE COVERAGE DEVICE

BOOST CELLULAR COVERAGE
Wireless communication issues cause frustration
and dissatisfaction for customers and staff. Cel-Fi
devices solves cellular coverage problems for voice
and data by boosting mobile phone signal in your
venue.

How it works
Cel-Fi GO is a smart signal repeater and the only mobile repeater
product approved for use by all three operators in Australia. These
are often referred to as smart repeaters due to their inherent
design that eliminates any possibility of the unit causing inference
on the mobile phone networks.
Cable
Cable is used to connect
donor and service antennas
to the Cel-Fi GO unit.
Service Antenna (Indoor)
Services antennas go inside the building
and distribute signal amplified by the
Cel-Fi GO unit.

Donor Antenna (Outdoor)
Donor antennas receive signal
from carrier's radio tower to
deliver signal to the Cel-Fi GO unit.

Antenna Mount
Outdoor mount secures
donor antenna.

Cel-Fi GO
Cel-Fi smart signal repeater amplify
and disburse mobile signal within a
building. Each unit is carrier
specific and locked into a set
frequency band.

Splitter
Splitter with connectors allows for
the distribution of signal
simultaneously with multiple
service antennas.
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ENHANCE THE PATRON EXPERIENCE
Cel-Fi Smart Cellular Solutions solve the problem of dropped calls, poor voice quality and low data
throughput caused by a weak cellular signal. The Cel-Fi advantage ensures patrons have no
reason to leave the facility, providing mobile coverage no matter where they are
throughout the venue.
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MOBILE COVERAGE DEVICE

Features & Benefits
Consistent coverage for improved patron experience and
satisfaction
Strong signal to keep security equipment connected for
enhanced safety across the venue
Digital amenities such as mobile check-in and check-out as
well as contactless entry
Mobile ordering for service and mobile pay at kiosks

The Cel-Fi Advantage
Voice & Data
3G & 4G LTE
Carrier approved - the only signal booster authorised for use in nearly 100 countries by
almost 200 mobile network operators
Exceptional coverage footprint - achieve optimal voice quality and data speeds in spaces
ranging from mobile to enterprise
Best overall value and performance - delivers the lowest cost per decibel and gain and square
footage of coverage

Who are AAC Solutions?
We are technology integrators who work with the hospitality industry to design messaging and
communications ecosystems for venues seeking innovative ways to optimise their workforce and
drive increased revenue, repeat visitation and loyalty.
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